That Other Life (Ten druhý život) is an ongoing exhibition mapping Czech military missions abroad. Bringing together the work of numerous acclaimed photographers, it offers viewers a close-up look at conflict areas where Czechs continue to serve: Afghanistan, Mali, Kosovo and Iraq. The show opened at Charles University’s Carolinum on Thursday.

“It was my interest in photography and adventure that first led me to the Czech Army but at the start I took only amateur pictures. [It was only later] that I got my first single-lens reflex camera at a military shop while serving in Bosnia and Hercegovina.” says Czech Army Technical Sergeant Daniel Hlaváč.

On his mission in 2003, he devoted himself fully to photography and has since been awarded several times in the Czech Press Photo competition.

Though it may seem less than obvious, the sergeant says that photography and a career in the military go hand-in-hand:

“During missions we have to document different locations and people so soldiers who know how to take pictures are invaluable. In 2009, in Logar province in Afghanistan, I was part of a unit lifted to the mountains of Azra, where we were tasked with building a mobile heliport. My mission was to photograph suitable locations. Other members of the team secured the area while I snapped pics, some of which you can see in the exhibition today.”

Technical Sergeant Hlaváč is responsible not only for his photography equipment but also for additional supplies and water as well as his military weapon - a grenade launcher – together weighing more than 70 kilos.

“Sometimes having three cameras along is less than practical,” he admits. But it’s clear the military photographer wouldn’t have it any other way.
Also at the opening at the Carolinum on Thursday, was Jarmila Štuková, a photojournalist and documentary filmmaker whose work is also prominently featured; Štuková has documented conditions in numerous war-torn and conflict-hit areas including Syria and Iraq. But the country that has arguably captivated her the most, she says, is Afghanistan.

“I’ll never forget the first time I flew over the Hindu Kush aboard a Blackhawk helicopter. That was in 2012. It was such a beautiful view. But of course, it is not just nature, but the people.

“There are many terrible problems including terrorism but many people are trying to change things for the better. I met many heroic people: women, a doctor working in a burns clinic, and others who are trying to turn things around.

One of her best-known images is called Kabul Boys – shows local boys who practice parkour, the discipline requiring participants to get as quickly as possible from one obstacle to the next. In the photo, they practice in the ruins of Darul Aman Palace just outside Kabul.

“Young people want to live... and to live normal lives. I found those kids over the social networks and I asked if I could take pictures. They agreed but warned me and my husband it could be a security risk for us. I wanted to record them at interesting spots in Kabul. They were really, really good, but they can’t just run around Kabul anywhere as it could get them shot. So we chose the palace instead.”

Štuková says she is now returning to Afghanistan to see how things have changed: in some areas security has reportedly gotten worse; all the same she expressed a dedication to help, saying her role has changed from being not only an observer but someone wanting to play an active role.

Czech military personnel and documentarians, trying to make a difference – that is what That Other Life is about, something Charles University Rector Tomáš Zima described as vital at the show’s opening on Thursday.

“That Other Life gives us a close-up view... it is important to report about our soldiers’ efforts to defend freedom and democracy not only at home but also abroad.”
That Other Life is open at daily to the public from 10 am to 6 pm and lasts at the Carolinum until April 10, 2019. Admission is free.